p. 157 : The Aberdeen University Press Limited (verso blank) ;
followed by a blank leaf. There are 12 illustrations, 2 on each of
6 leaves, including frontispiece ; all with blank backs, not included
in the pagination, all noted in the List of Illustrations.
Bound in red paper wrappers ; title-page reproduced on front cover
with the following lines added below the date : Price One Shilling
and Sixpence in Paper / and Two Shillings in Cloth. Wove paper.
Edges cut. Bound also in red cloth ; lettered in black on back and
within a single line black border on front. End-papers : wove
paper of about same weight as text paper. Edges cut. Published :
London, Aug. 18, 1905. In the only paper-covered copy which I
have seen the final i in the pagination, xxxvii, is printed with a
broken type; in the cloth-bound copy thia i is missing. This would
tend to indicate that the copies in paper were printed first.
The text of the Report is virtually identical in its official form and
in The Poor and the Land. In the official publication dates are
printed in the following order : month, day and year ; in The
Poor and the Land the order is changed to : day, month and year.
The Introduction and Some Press Opinions ... in The Poor and
the Land are new material, not included in the blue book.
Longmans' first British issue of The Poor and the Land was one of
5,000 copies. Longmans brought out the book in New York on
September 12, 1905.
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AYESHA   (1905).
Ayesha / The Return of She / By / H. Rider Haggard / Author of
" She " etc / [17 lines of quotation from " She," beginning :] " Here
ends this history so far as it concerns science / [and the last line as
follows :] at Kor ? "—She, Silver Library Edition, p. 277, / London
/ Ward Look & Co. Limited / 1905.
Collation : Cr. 8vo. (7J* x 5"), consisting of—p. [1] Half-title :
Ayesha / The Return of She (with a list of thirty-one Haggard
books on verso) : one leaf, blank (frontispiece, with tissue guard,
on vorso) ; p. [3] Title-page (verso blank) ; p. 5 Dedication to
Andrew Lang, dated : Ditchingham, / 1905. (verso blank) ; p. 7
Author's Note (verso blank); pp. 9-10 Contents ; pp. 11-20
Introduction ; Text pp. 21-384, with printers' imprint at bottom
of p. 384 : Butler & Tanner, The Selwood Printing Works, Frome,
and London. There are 32 full-page illustrations including frontis-
piece, all except four of which are signed by Maurice Greiffenhagen.
All with blank backs, and not included in the pagination,
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